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1. Overview 
Muon scattering tomography (MST) is a non-invasive method that allows to inspect (large) objects from 
a safe distance without the introduction of radiation. It exploits the natural background radiation. By 
measuring the incoming and outgoing radiation, the contents of the object under inspection can be 
determined. The technique can be used to address many challenges including imaging the contents of 
nuclear waste drums.  
 
In CHANCE we developed a mobile muon tomography system to inspect waste drums. We developed 
new and improved algorithms to image waste drums. In particular, we focused on the material 
identification of blocks of material inside the waste drums, on the detection of small gas bubbles in 
waste drums and inspection of CASTOR drums. 
 
Despite issues out of our control with the experimental setup, we have made significant improvements 
in the field. We published 10 papers in the field, 1 more was submitted recently and 1 more is in 
preparation, gave 14 conference talks and three PhD theses are in preparation. 
 
During the project we aimed for a deployment of the system. We have spoken to several waste 
management organisations, however with the Covid-19 situation a deployment could not be realised. 
We did raise the profile of muon tomography. Several new projects have spun out of the CHANCE 
program as well. 
 
This document starts with an introduction to muon tomography. Next the experimental system is 
presented. This is followed by an overview of our work on novel algorithms. Then the deployment plans 
are discussed followed by raising awareness and future and current muon tomography projects that are 
a result of the CHANCE project. 
 
 

2. Muon tomography 
As part of the CHANCE project, work package 4 the Muon Tomography work package, we built and 
operated a mobile muon tomography system using RPCs and drift chambers and operate it in a non-
laboratory environment. This report details the performance and challenges in the realisation of the 
system. 
 
Muon scattering tomography (MST) is a non-invasive method which shows a great potential to produce 
3D images of closed objects from a safe distance. MST uses cosmic rays as probes. Cosmic rays are 
high energy, charged particles which come to the Earth’s atmosphere from outer space. In the 
atmosphere, cascades of new particles are produced. The main type of particles that reach sea level are 
muons. Muons are identical to electrons, but 200 times heavier. Muons can go through large amounts 
of material as they do not scatter very much due to their high mass. 
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Muon tomography is being developed for many different applications, both using Monte Carlo 
simulation studies and experiments. A focal point of muon tomography is the characterization of nuclear 
waste drums and related security applications, where contents of concrete or bitumen filled waste drums 
are studied. Key issues here include the potential presence of gas bubbles in the matrix of the waste 
drum [1] and identify the material inside the drums [2, 3, 4]. Security applications were mainly focused 
on detection of lumps of high-Z material in cargo containers [5, 6], but work on the detection of 
explosives is ongoing as well [7]. Examples of MST trials include experimental studies of concrete 
blocks [8, 9] and detection of rebars in concrete walls and floors [10]. 
 
The main advantage of muon tomography is its non-invasiveness, no additional radiation is introduced 
to perform the scan. Furthermore, cosmic radiation is abundant. The cosmic muon flux at sea level is 
about 10000 m−2min−1 [11] and has a wide angular and momentum spread, see figure 2.1. Cosmic muons 
are highly penetrating, so they are perfect in situations where the tested volume is shielded by a layer of 
metal or rock. Furthermore, since muons are charged particles, they are relatively easy to detect. 
 

 
Figure 2.1: Muon intensity as a function of muon momentum, where 𝜃𝜃 is the zenith angle. Taken from 
[12]. 
 
When traversing material, Coulomb interactions take place between the muons and the nuclei of the 
material. As a result, muons exit the material under an angle. The angular distribution of scattering of 
muons can be described by a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation 𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃 
described by [13]: 
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where p is muon’s momentum, 𝛽𝛽 is muon’s speed divided by the speed of light c, T is the thickness of 
the material and 𝑋𝑋0 its radiation length. A is the atomic weight of the medium in g/mol. The standard 
deviation depends on the atomic number, 𝑍𝑍, of the traversed material. Under the assumption that 
scattering occurs in single locations and by reconstructing the incoming and outgoing trajectories of the 
muons, the scattering angle distribution can be reconstructed and thus information about the traversed 
material can be extracted. 
 
There are two ways to utilize muons: one is to record the number muons absorbed in the material, which 
is known as radiography, and to measure the scattering, which is known as muon tomography. The 
radiography is particularly relevant for the scanning of large objects like waste silos. Radiography 
returns density (contrast) information. Muon tomography is utilized for objects like waste drums up to 
cargo containers and can provide more information on the scanned object. Muon tomography requires 
measurement of the incoming and outgoing muon path and thus can only provide information on the 
volume sandwiched between two detector systems. Muon radiography only requires measurement of 
the transmitted muons. As a result, very large objects can be scanned with only one (small) detector 
system. 
 
Muon tomography requires both the incoming and outgoing muon trajectory to be measured. Hence, the 
object under inspection needs to be covered on both sides. As muon tomography relies on reconstruction 
of the scattering angle, the key parameter for the detector system is the angular resolution of the upper 
and lower detector system. As such, a poor hit position resolution can be compensated for by increasing 
the distance between the measurement planes. That typically requires large area detectors. Due to cost 
reasons, these detector systems are either gaseous [14, 15]1 or scintillation detectors see for example 
[16]. Several types of gaseous detectors are in use: resistive plate chambers (RPC), drift chambers and 
drift tubes are the most common. There are two types of scintillator-based detectors in common use. All 
aforementioned technologies provide large area detector systems with good performance for reasonable 
cost. 
 

2.1 Imaging algorithms 

All muon tomography imagining algorithms rely on the reconstruction of the scattering angle of the 
muon, see figure 2.2. They all differ in how the information is processed. In our work, we are building 
mainly on the Angle Statistics Reconstruction algorithm (ASR), see section 2.1.2, and the Binned 
Clustering algorithm (BC), see section 2.1.3. 
  

 
1 [15] is an output of the CHANCE project and can be found in Appendix A.1 as well. 
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2.1.1 PoCA 

In the simplest approach, called the Point of Closest Approach (PoCA) algorithm, multiple scatterings 
of a muon are modelled as a single scattering at a single point (‘scattering vertex’), see figure 2.2. The 
scattering vertex is found by extrapolating the incoming and outgoing tracks and searching for a point 
at which the distance between them is minimal. 
To obtain a 3D image, the scanned volume is divided into cubic voxels. The number of scattering 
vertices and the scattering angle reconstructed in each voxel depends on the radiation length of the 
material in that voxel. Thus, analysis of the density of scattering vertices, their distribution and 
distribution of a scattering angle provide means to discriminate between material with different atomic 
number 𝑍𝑍. 
 

 
Figure 2.2: Illustration of scattering vertex reconstruction of a muon. 
 
In the PoCA algorithm, the image is obtained as a 3D density map of the scattering vertices, sometimes 
weighted by a value of scattering angle. Such an approach is simple, but it suffers from intrinsic noise 
due to single-scattering-point approximation. 
 

2.1.1 Angle Statistics Reconstruction Algorithm 

Unlike the PoCA method, the ASR algorithm [17] assumes that when a muon travels through the 3D 
voxel grid, it is likely to experience many small scatters. The ASR thus avoids the underlying assumption 
of the PoCA algorithm that a muon only scatters inside a single vertex. The Angle Statistics 
Reconstruction (ASR) algorithm was developed to mitigate the effects of using the PoCA method’s 
inaccurate approximation of the muon trajectories. This has been achieved by applying a minimum 
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chosen distance (𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟) between the reconstructed muon trajectories and the centre (𝑐𝑐) of a voxel, therefore 
only voxels that lie within the chosen distance are considered. Any voxel that is located beyond the 
chosen distance 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟 will be neglected. The minimum distance is determined by 

𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟 = max�min�|𝑎𝑎(𝑧𝑧) − 𝑐𝑐|�� , min (�|𝑏𝑏(𝑧𝑧) − 𝑐𝑐|�))    (2.3) 
 
where 𝑎𝑎(𝑧𝑧) and 𝑏𝑏(𝑧𝑧) represent the fitted trajectories of the incoming and the outgoing muons, 
respectively. A threshold distance of (𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡ℎ) is chosen, ideally it is the same size as a voxel so that all 
voxels that have 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟 < 𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡ℎ will be assigned a discriminator score. For each voxel and each muon with 
momentum of (p), the projected scattering angles on the x-axis and y-axis (𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥 and 𝜃𝜃𝑦𝑦 respectively) are 
used to generate two scores 𝑆𝑆1 = (|𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥|𝑝𝑝�) and 𝑆𝑆2 = �|𝜃𝜃𝑦𝑦�𝑝𝑝�� where 𝑝𝑝� is the muon’s momentum according 
to 𝑝𝑝� = 𝑝𝑝

𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
 where 𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 = 3 GeV. This is repeated for all muons passing through the object of interest 

resulting in a distribution of the 𝑆𝑆1 and 𝑆𝑆2 scores for each voxel. For each voxel the final distribution of 
scores is taken and an ASR discriminator score is assigned to be that of the third quartile (0.75) of the 
distribution and this value will be referred to as the ASR discriminator. These final discriminator scores 
are subsequently used to locate voxels in which high-Z materials might be present. 
 

2.1.3 Binned clustering algorithm 

In our studies, we developed more advanced methods, based on the Binned Clustering (BC) algorithm 
[5]. It builds on PoCA and exploits the spatial density of scattering vertices to improve image resolution 
and quality.  
 
The Binned Clustering algorithm employs spatial density of large scattering vertices to discriminate 
between materials of different densities. In denser materials large angle scatters occur more often, hence 
the density of high angle scatters is higher.  
 
The principle of the BC method is as follows: 

1. The volume is divided into voxels (for instance cubes of side length 1 cm) and location of 
muon scattering vertices is calculated within each voxel. 

2. Within each voxel, scattering vertices are sorted into descending order by the scattering angle. 
The first 𝑙𝑙 entries in the list are kept and the rest discarded. Voxels with less than predefined 
value of 𝑙𝑙 scattering vertices are discarded. 

3. For each pair of vertices 𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 in each voxel, a metric value 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 is calculated as 
 

𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 = |𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖−𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗|
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗𝜃𝜃𝑗𝑗

       (2.4) 

 
Where vi, θI and pi are respectively, the scattering vertex position, scattering angle, and momentum of 
muon 𝑖𝑖. Then, |𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 − 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗 | is a metric distance between vertex 𝑖𝑖 and 𝑗𝑗. 
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For high-Z materials the density of the scattering vertices is higher (this the distance between voxels is 
shorter) and scattering angles are larger thus the metric value is lower. The original BC method uses 
median of the ln(𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 ) distribution in a voxel as a material-discriminating variable. In our studies, we 
adopted slightly modified definitions of the discriminator to maximize performance for low-Z and high-
Z object identification. 
 
 

3. Muon tomography detector system 
In CHANCE it was chosen to produce a system based on both Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) and 
Drift Chambers. The design is shown in figure 3.1. There is a lot of expertise on RPCs and drift chambers 
at both the University of Bristol and the University of Sheffield, see for example [18, 19, 20]. Details 
are given in CHANCE Deliverable 4.1. 
 

 
 
Figure 3.1: The design of CHANCE MST detector with an example of a muon showing the angle between 
the incoming and outgoing direction. 
 
The system consists of 30 Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs), see section 3.2 for details, 18 Drift 
Chambers, see section 3.3 for details and trigger panels, see section 3.1 for details. The panels are located 
in two perpendicular orientations, namely X and Y: each orientation detects hits in the (X, Z) and (Y,Z) 
planes, respectively, together forming a 3D track. It was chosen to operate the detector in a non-
laboratory environment. The detector is hosted at the Fenswood Farm, 5 miles south-west of Bristol, 
UK. 
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During the project, there were 2 different experimental configurations used. Configuration A 
corresponds to trigger panels, drift chambers and 4 layers of RPCs, and Configuration B consists of 
trigger panels, drift chambers and 5 layers of RPCs. Figure 3.2 (left) shows the Configuration A of the 
system, while Configuration B is presented in Figure 3.2 (right). Figure 3.2 (right) also shows a mock-
up drum during the experimental program. The 300 L drum has a diameter of approximately 66 cm and 
a length of 88 cm, and it was positioned in the center of CHANCE muon tomograph system. 
 

3.1 Trigger system 

Both of the tracking subsystems of the CHANCE detector require an external trigger to know when the 
muon crossed through the detector and initiate a readout cycle. This is especially important for the drift 
chamber subsystem as it is used in time of arrival calculations. 
 

   
Figure 3.2: The CHANCE detector at Fenswood Farm in the first barn (configuration A) and the second 
barn (configuration B). 
 
To provide an external trigger to the CHANCE subsystems, two scintillator trigger paddles are used. As 
shown in figure 3.3, they comprise of 300 20 cm×20 cm injection moulded plastic scintillator tiles 
arranged to form a 200×200 cm scintillating trigger paddle. To provide a reliable trigger for muons that 
have passed through the muon tracking subsystems, and reject background noise, a coincidence 
discriminator unit is used to ensure that both scintillator paddles are triggered within a short timing 
window. This coincidence discriminator is provided by a unit developed by the University of Bristol. 
The trigger signal is issued to each of the separate tracking subsystems. In addition to this basic 
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coincidence logic, busy signals are provided by the RPC and drift subsystems so that no trigger signals 
are issued whilst either subsystem is busy, helping to synchronise the trigger event indices between the 
two subsystems. The coincidence detection rate for the system is approximately 40 Hz during normal 
operation. 
 

 
Figure 3.3: Single scintillator trigger paddle consisting of layers of scintillating tiles readout with wave-
length shifting fibres. 
 

3.1 RPC system 

An RPC essentially consists of a chamber filled with gas under a high voltage (HV). When a charged 
particle traverses the gap chamber, ionisation takes place. Under the influence of the high voltage, a 
current pulse is produced. This induces a signal on pick up strips on the outside of the sensor. These 
signals are read out to detect the particle and reconstruct where it traversed the detector. An image of a 
single RPC is shown in figure 3.4. Figure 3.5 shows an RPC layer inside the CHANCE system. 
 

  
Figure 3.4: Exploded view of an RPC (left) and an assembled RPC (right). 
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The large chambers were manufactured by an external glass company and tested in our laboratories to 
ensure that they all passed minimum quality criteria. The top and bottom surfaces of the RPCs are coated 
with conductive paint, Statguard Conductive Acrylic Paint, to create a thin film with surface resistivity 
of 105Ω/𝑐𝑐2. The film is used to create a uniform electric field within the gas cavity by applying HV to 
it. Two sheets of 1 mm thick PETG are glued to the RPCs to insulate the HV planes. Each RPC is 
mounted on an aluminium tray to increase its mechanical rigidity. The trays are designed to be slid in 
position on a larger mechanical support and to host the front-end electronic boards. 
 
A single PCB with 1.68 mm pitch readout strips is glued on the top of each RPC. 320 strips run along 
the length of the PCB and are read out by a single board [21], designed in Bristol, which digitizes their 
signal and transmits them to the DAQ. Each board hosts five MAROC readout chips [22], each one 
connected to 64 strips. When a trigger signal is received, see chapter 3.1, the inputs are digitized using 
the 12-bit Wilkinsons converters built in each MAROC and the samples are stored in a buffer to be read 
by the DAQ system. The trigger signals are distributed via HDMI. The communication between DAQ 
and front-end boards is based on the IPBus protocol [23] and is performed using a standard giga-Ethernet 
connection. The RPC data acquisition software is written in Labview[24]. It reads the data from each 
RPC and stores it in a binary format. The RPC panels are powered by a high voltage power supply, 
applying a maximum of ±5kV to each side. Each readout board is powered by a dedicated low voltage 
power supply. For each trigger the RPCs are read out, the signals of all strips stored and the data is 
analysed off-line. 
 

 
Figure 3.5: An RPC layer inside the CHANCE system. 
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3.1.1 RPC drift gas 

These systems have achieved spatial resolutions better than 500mm and efficiency above 95% when 
flushed at a rate of 25 ml/min with a mixture of Tetrafluoroethane R-134a (95%) and Iso-butane (5%) 
at a pressure of about 500 Pa (2 inches of water) above the atmospheric pressure [18]. R-134a is a very 
good gas for RPCs. In R-134a on average 81.6 electron-ion pairs are produced per mm as primary 
ionisation [25]. The primary electrons then undergo multiplication processes to generate the signal. 
Unfortunately, R-134a is very bad for global warming. Due to stricter environmental regulations coming 
into force during the CHANCE project, we were forbidden from using R-134a. It became impossible to 
buy R-134a in the UK without a special permit, which we did not get. To keep using R-134a would 
required the installation of an abatement system. We requested an informal quote for such a system, 
which was around £200,000. We did not have the budget to buy such a system. In addition, it would 
have required significant works on site and it was not clear we would be able/allowed to install such a 
system. 
 
As we could no longer use R-134a, it was decided to switch to CO2 instead. CO2 only has an average of 
35.5 electron-ion pairs are produced per mm as primary ionisation and 91 electron-ion pairs are produced 
per mm in total [26]. There are many RPC systems that successfully operate with CO2. As such the 
signal in the CO2 filled RPCs is much lower (around 5–10 times) than expected when designing the 
system, which lowers the hit efficiency dramatically. To get a good efficiency with CO2 requires a 
combination of either a thicker gap, so more total ionisation takes place, and/or a larger electric field 
and thus a much higher high voltage. This problem is not unique to us. Many groups and systems 
operated around the world have encountered the same problems. There is a lot of work being done trying 
to find environmentally friendly and affordable alternatives, see for example [25, 27, 28, 29], but they 
are not (yet) available at a price and bottle size that made using it viable. As a result, we had to decide 
to increase the RPC voltage as much as we could and accept the lower efficiency in the hope that a better 
alternative became available soon. 
 
Meanwhile a new environmentally friendly alternative has been discovered. The paper [30] appeared in 
December 2021 on ArXiv. In order to use this gas, we would still need to apply for a permit to use it, 
which takes about three months. In addition, BOC (our gas supplier) cannot deliver these gasses at the 
moment as they temporarily only fulfil existing contracts due to staff shortages. 
 

3.1.2 RPC data 

When a coincidence trigger arrives, RPC events are written to disk. The data are subsequently processed.  
 
Events are selected based on timestamps: all timestamps occurring in a data file are scanned and 
corrected, see section 3.2.2. The occurrences of each timestamp are counted, and only events with a 
minimum of 3 hits detected by different boards are processed. 
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The process is composed of different steps, including consecutive and more accurate estimation for the 
average signal (pedestal) and the background noise: 

• Average signal and standard deviation, representing a first estimation of pedestal and noise, are 
calculated using all the events recorded by each board. 

• Using the first estimation of noise and pedestal, hits are found as signal exceeding 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 
4 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 

• Since the presence of a hit causes pedestal over estimation and poor noise calculation, hits found 
in the previous step are excluded, and a second estimation for noise and pedestal is evaluated. 

• Hit finder is run again using the second estimation, and hits are excluded. Pedestal is subtracted 
from the signal, and “common mode” is calculated as the average signal in each MAROC, and 
corrected in the pedestal-subtracted signal; the resulting signal baseline should at this point be 
around 0. The last estimation of the noise is performed 

• After pedestal and common mode subtraction, hits are found as signal exceeding 4 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝. For 
each hit, maximum position, start and stop coordinates are stored. 

The pipeline can be summarised as follows: 
1. first estimation of pedestal and noise item hit exclusion and second pedestal and noise 

estimation 
2. hit detection, pedestal subtraction, common mode correction 
3. final noise calculation 
4. final hit detection 

 

 
Figure 3.6: An event at different stages in the data processing pipeline. 
 
Figure 3.6 shows an example of a detected hit, during three different stages of the pipeline. Some 
corrections are needed before applying the hit finding pipeline, and are described in the following 
sections. 
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Timestamp corrections 
Timestamps are encoded in the int-32 format, starting from a random small non-zero value. A few 
consecutive corrections are applied to obtain compatible timestamps from all the readout boards. 
 
First event correction 
Sometimes, the first event recorded by each readout board is a random value, incompatible with what 
recorded by the other readout boards. When this happens, the event ID is also different from the expected 
value (usually 0 or 1). In this case, the first event in the board is skipped, and all event IDs are shifted 
back to 0. Figure 3.7 shows a zoomed plot of timestamps as a function of the event ID, to draw the 
attention on the first events, where the issue occurs. While the raw timestamps saved in the files are not 
exactly the same for all the readout boards, the time difference between each recorded event is the same. 
To compare timestamps occurring in each readout board, all remaining events, after skipping the first 
one, are brought to a common start by subtracting the first timestamp. Resulting “corrected timestamps” 
are now comparable, and differ by ±1 or ±2 at most. 
 
 

 
(a) raw timestamps     (b) corrected timestamps 

Figure 3.7: Timestamps before first event correction (left) and after skipping the first event (right), 
showing only the first events, where the issue occurs. Before applying the correction, some boards 
present a first event with a random high ID, while events from event ID=1 on are correct. After the 
correction, all events have a common start (event ID=0), and are compatible until the end. 
 
 
Timestamp overflow correction 
It often occurs that during data acquisition the timestamp value reaches 232, that is the maximum value 
that can be stored in that numerical representation. When this occurs, the following timestamps in the 
same data file roll over. After the restart, timestamps are not comparable anymore, as the starting point 
is different in each board. A second correction is applied, after converting the data to int-64, by adding 
multiples of the overflow 232. 
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Figure 3.8: Timestamp overflow correction. 
 
Signal overflow correction 
The ADC signal is capped at 4096. When in an event the signal in ADC counts exceed that value, the 
signal for those strips is saved as 0. As this usually happens when a big hit occurs, a correction is needed 
to recover a hit that would otherwise be missed by the pipeline. A simple workaround is joining the top 
part of the peak, resulting in a square hit. This can be detected by the hit finder. 
 

 
Figure 3.9: Signal overflow correction resulting in a square hit. 
 
MAROC reordering 
Some issues in the way MAROC chips are connected to the 64-strip blocks were found, which 
sometimes resulted in split and misplaced hits between two MAROCs. To solve this, the order in which 
data is processed from each MAROC is changed in the following way 
 

(0, 1, 2, 3, 4) → (0, 3, 4, 2, 1) 
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Resulting shift of signal hits can be seen in fig. 3.10. This improves the hits alignment in consecutive 
boards, as well as recovering split hits occurring at the edge of consecutive MAROCs. 
 

3.1.3 Muon track reconstruction 

Muon tracks are found by combining hits on consecutive layers. Hits that are found by the hit finding 
pipeline are then processed to search for muon tracks. Strip positions are converted to global coordinates 
(𝑋𝑋, 𝑍𝑍) and (𝑌𝑌, 𝑍𝑍), using the size of each RPC, and their position in the detector. The tracking pipeline 
is: 

• hits are collected in each event; 
• global coordinates and layer id are calculated for every hit; 
• if more than a given number of layers contain hits (usually 3), a global fit is calculated using all 

hits; 
• if more hits occur on the same layers, all possible combinations of 1 hit in each layer are 

calculated; of all the global fits, the best, defined as the fit with the minimum chi-square is 
chosen as the final fit. The slope of the best fit is saved; 

• if more than 4 layers contain hits, two local fits, namely top and bottom are calculated. 
 

Figure 3.11 shows an example of a reconstructed track. 
 

 
Figure 3.10: An event before and after the MAROC reordering. The reordering recovers a split hit. 
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Figure 3.11: Example of a reconstructed track, for y layers (left) and x (layer), respectively. The blue 
lines are the global fits, calculated using all hits belonging to the "best track" (least 𝜒𝜒2), and the top 
and bottom tracks are shown in red. 
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3.1.4 RPC performance 

Tracks obtained by the analysis pipeline are used to evaluate the detector tracking performance, and the 
efficiency of each panel by itself. For the results presented here, data collected in 8 months between 
June 2021 and February 2022 are used. Performance variables like the number of hits per track, the 
residual distribution  
 
Number of hit layers per track 
The muon track search starts if at least three different layers have hits. Ideally, good track contains a 
minimum of five hits, i.e. one per available layer. Around 10 thousand tracks were obtained in the 
analysed sample. Figure 3.12 shows the distribution of the number of hits per track. The graph shows 
that the system works well for the detectors in the 𝑦𝑦-direction, but there is an inefficient layer amongst 
the detectors in the 𝑥𝑥-direction. To perform tomography with RPCs only requires at least 4 hits in the 
𝑥𝑥𝑧𝑧 and in the 𝑦𝑦𝑧𝑧 plane. 
 

 
Figure 3.12: Distribution of the number of hits per reconstructed track. There are a few tracks with 5 
hits, but most tracks have 4. Y-layers have the highest number of tracks. 
 

 
Figure 3.13: Distribution of the global fit residuals. 
 
Residuals distribution 
Residuals distributions are calculated to evaluate the how good the hit position reconstruction is. In the 
case of multiple hits occurring in the same layers, only the hits of the best fit are selected (i.e. the fit 
yielding the least 𝜒𝜒2). The results are shown in figure 3.13, confirming the better performance of the y-
layers. However, the distribution is quite wide. 
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Signal-to-noise plots 
In the absence of an external signal source, like cosmic muons, every strip yields an output that varies 
according to a Gaussian distribution around the pedestal of a strip. The standard deviation of the 
distribution is the noise of the strip. Hence, a distribution of 𝐴𝐴 for all events where 
 

𝐴𝐴 = 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘−𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖

     (3.1) 

 
where is the 𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘 is the raw output of the strip 𝑖𝑖 in event 𝑘𝑘 and their respective pedestal and noise, 
a Gaussian with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 is obtained. The cosmic muons will add 
positive signals to several strips in each event. Plotting 𝐴𝐴 for each MAROC shows whether the pedestal 
and noise are calculated correctly and show an excess on the positive side due to signals. Figure 3.14 
shows examples of these plots for several RPCs. The graphs for e.g. board 8 show that for all 5 MAROCs 
the pedestal and noise have been calculated correctly. In addition, the large number of excess hits for 
MAROC 2 show that a large number of hits will be detected with a > 5𝜎𝜎 signal cut. On the other hand, 
board-1 and board-2 are examples of boards that did not collect many hits due to inefficiencies. 
 

3.1.5 RPC performance summary 

As shown here and will be shown in section 3.4.3, most of the RPCs are working well after solving 
some minor issues and implementing appropriate corrections. Unfortunately, the hit efficiency is low 
due to the use of CO2 as the drift gas. CO2 provides a signal 5–10 times lower than R-134a. This could 
only be recovered to a small extent by an increase in high voltage. We used the highest voltages possible 
below break down. 
 

3.2 Drift Chambers 

The CHANCE Drift Chamber tracking system provides a measurement of the muon trajectory below 
the region of interest by reconstructing the muon crossing position across 6 layers of drift planes. Each 
of these drift planes consists of three individual 60 cm×180 cm drift chambers placed next to one another 
to form a 180 cm×180cm detection plane. 
 

3.2.1 Operating Principle 

The 60 cm × 180 cm enclosed drift chambers used in the CHANCE detector allow the detection of a 
muon crossing position with approximately 2-3 mm resolution by measuring the time taken for 
ionisation electrons produced inside the chamber to drift to a centrally located anode wire. As shown in 
in figure 3.15, a cathode plane shapes the electric field in each chamber to produce a stable electric field 
up to 30 cm away from the anode wire. The gas volume inside each chamber is flushed with a mixture 
of 5% CO2, 2.5% Methane, and 92.5% argon, which provides a stable drift velocity over a wide range 
of electric field strengths. 
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(a)       (b) 

 
(c)        (d) 

Figure 3.14: Signal-to-noise plots for four boards. (a-b) show cases with none or very few hits collected; 
(c-d) show well-behaving panels, where collected hits are the tail to the right of the distribution. 
 
If the original time the muon crossed the chambers is known, for example from an external trigger, then 
the time difference between the crossing time and the time of arrival for the electron drift cloud, provides 
a process measurement of the crossing position. Each chamber has a built-in preamplifier circuit next to 
its high voltage feed throughs that converts the drift electron signal on the anode wire to a voltage output 
pulse. 
 
Because of the long drift distances only a single readout channel is needed for a 60 cm wide chamber. 
This makes single wire drift chambers an economical way to instrument large area muon tracking 
systems. The two drawbacks in this long drift distance design is that oxygen ingress in each chamber 
needs to be kept to a minimum, and no information is available on whether the drift electrons came from 
the left or right side of the wire. This creates what is referred to as “ghost” hits in the chamber. This is 
corrected for by introducing a 3 cm offset between drift chamber layers on consecutive layers. This 
offset can be used to distinguish individual tracks as typically for muon candidate events only a single 
combination produces a valid straight line fit result. The track residual, the average distance between 
each hit identified hit and a straight line fit, is used to identify the combination of drift chamber hits 
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most likely to be due to a crossing muon. As shown in figure 3.16, due to the relative chamber offsets 
in the middle layer, only a single combination of hits produces a straight track pointing to the right with 
a low track residual. Without this offset, two tracks one pointing left and the other pointing right, would 
both be equally valid straight tracks with no possible way to discriminate which was the true muon 
trajectory. 

 
Figure 3.15: (Top) Drift chamber operating principle. Muons produce ionisation electrons inside the 
drift gas volume, which drift in a constant electric field to centrally located anode wire. The time taken 
to reach the anode wire, relative to an external scintillator trigger time, is used to infer the muons 
crossing position. (Bottom) Equally spaced cathode pads at voltages starting at 3800 V that drop with 
distance from the central anode, results in a uniform drift field with smooth drift lines leading toward 
the centre of the chamber. 
 

3.2.2 Hit Position Finding 

Event samples containing the maximum ADC value on each channel within the timing window need to 
be further processed to produce valid hit positions. Because the digitiser software saves the first time 
the maximum 12-bit ADC value occurs, there is a natural bias for noise hits due to baseline tipple to 
occur at the start of the timing window as shown in the trigger time distribution in figure 3.18. The 
region of interest for the drift chamber readout shown in figure 3.18 is between samples 400 and 2000. 
 
Additional data is taken outside of this region of interest during normal operation so that a baseline fit 
can be performed to determine the natural slope in the trigger time distribution and remove it. 
 
The natural baseline ripple is also clear in the raw data in figure 3.18. This is corrected for by placing a 
cut on the minimum ADC value that constitutes a hit. This cut value is automatically placed 30 mV 
above the average baseline ADC value for each channel. Finally, cuts are placed on the minimum and 
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maximum time relative to the external trigger, to rejects drift evens that should not be associated with 
the given trigger due to noise or back-ground pileup. As shown in figure 3.18, the addition of these cuts 
produces a corrected timing distribution with a flat timing distribution corresponding to a uniform drift 
velocity when moving away from the anode wire. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.16: Track reconstruction example for a drift chamber subsystem. The true (green) and ghost 
(red) hit positions are shown for example MC simulation events. As shown in the top figure, without any 
chamber offset, based on the hit positions alone there is no way to distinguish which is the true muon 
trajectory. As shown in the bottom figure the introduction of a 3cm middle layer offset allows the 
tracking residual to be used to distinguish the true muon trajectory by looking for a straight line fit. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.17: Example pulses from seven of the individual drift chambers. Chambers 1 and 4 (directly 
above one another), have both triggered at slightly different times, likely due to a high angle track. 
Given the large timing window necessary to readout each chamber, it is not feasible to save the entire 
6000 sample long pulse for each event. 
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Figure 3.18: Drift chamber timing distributions before and after baseline and maximum ADC value 
corrections. 
 
After these corrections, hit positions are obtained by simply multiplying the drift time (the time of each 
triggered channel relative to the external trigger time), by the chamber drift velocity, 0.0126 cm/ns. This 
velocity is obtained empirically from the data for each chamber, by looking at the maximum drift time 
obtained during normal operation and averaging across all chambers. Example converted drift positions 
obtained for one chamber are shown in figure 3.19. The final distribution is a flat distribution extending 
out to ±33cm away from the anode wire. It is exactly symmetric due to the lack of knowledge of whether 
any hit occurred on the left or right side. 
 

 
Figure 3.19: Drift chamber timing distributions before and after baseline and maximum ADC value 
corrections. 
 
As discussed earlier, following the conversion of drift times into possible hit positions, an additional 
tracking residual cut is then needed to determine the true muon trajectory. Figure 3.20 shows an example 
of one of these track fits for real data, with chamber positions overlaid on top. 
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Figure 3.20: Track reconstruction example for the drift chamber subsystem. The valid and ghost hit 
positions are taken from an example event in the real system data. The extent of each chamber and 
approximate location of its anode wire has been overlaid on top. The combination of hits highlighted in 
red are the only ones that have an average track residual less than 3 mm. 
 

3.2.3 Deployment issues 

After our initial commissioning phase, a drift chamber plane in the bottom half of the system developed 
a problem. It was decided to replace this layer by a new drift chamber. This new layer first needed to be 
produced and then installed. 
 
Later on, a drift chamber layer in the top part of the system developed problems. It was decided not to 
replace it by another drift chamber but by another layer of RPCs. This caused delay as the RPCs needed 
to be produced from the bare glass RPCs. The installation of the layer was delayed as the connectors 
were not available due to Brexit. When they became available, installation was not allowed as the 
country was in lock down and Covid access restrictions applied. In the final operational phase of the 
system, data was taking with 5 layers of RPCs and one drift chamber. The choice was mainly motivated 
by the need to get the system up and running again as soon as possible. At the time, the drift chamber 
experts from the University of Sheffield were not allowed to travel to Bristol due to UK government 
Covid-19 policy. As such, we had no alternative. It would have been more beneficial to replace the drift 
chamber by another drift chamber if we could have been sure that the experts could visit the system to 
install the new drift chamber. 
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3.3 Global Tracking 

Due to differences in the control software between the RPC and Drift Chamber subsystems data 
acquisition is kept separate up until the global matching and track fit stage. Data is obtained 
independently from both systems, with their trigger indices are kept approximately synchronised by 
sharing a common global trigger from the discriminator unit. This allows an additional data processing 
stage to be run offline to match up the data from both subsystems before reconstructing global tracks of 
the muons trajectory above and below the imaging volume. The offline process is split into 3 stages; 
trigger matching, locale track fitting, final global point-of-closest approach calculation. 
 

3.3.1 Event Trigger Matching 

The global trigger system keeps the total event count between the RPC and Drift System approximately 
synchronised, however due to unexpected delays in data acquisition occasionally either system can miss 
a global trigger input. Most commonly this occurs due to a reconfiguring of the RPC front end boards 
after each new data file. This problem is less common for the drift subsystem, since the front ends of 
the drift chambers are analogue only and the data acquisition of the drift chamber system is performed 
on a single 32 channel event buffering digitiser. The trade-off between the two is that the drift chamber 
system is far less portable and reconfigurable than the RPC system due to lack of integrated front end 
boards. 
 
Build up of trigger “misses” on either system due to unsynchronised dead time result in a gradual drift 
in the trigger count on the drift chamber system relative to the RPC system that must be corrected for. 
This is possible by recognising that aside from regions where the system is in an unsynchronised dead 
time state, the time difference between two consecutive triggers inputs should be the same on both 
subsystems. Therefore, if graphs of the time differences between triggers are created for small subsets 
of the RPC event sample (typically 100 events), it is possible to find a matching timing graph within the 
Drift Chamber event sample. These timing graphs are referred to as “timestep signatures”, and are shown 
in figure 3.21. 
 
An automated timestamp signature matching procedure has been developed that can reliably match the 
trigger indices between the RPC and Drift Chamber Systems and output combined hit position data for 
further processing. The trigger matching efficiency is found to be 96.4%, where the 4% drop in 
efficiency comes from missed events at the start or end of the RPC data stream due to unsynchronised 
system dead time. 
 

3.3.1 Global Track Fitting 

Global Track fitting is performed in a similar fashion to each subsystems individual track fitting. First 
hits are divide into corresponding “locales”. These are top-X, top-Y, bot-tom-X, and bottom-Y 
respectively. An individual track fit is then performed in each of these locales to obtain the 1D track 
gradient and vertical offset, before these are merged to form a 3D muon trajectory above and below the 
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imaging volume. Whilst a global track fit could be performed in 3D space to try to obtain a scattering 
point within the imaging volume, this split-locale approach allows us to also consider events that may 
have formed a valid track in 2 of the 4 locales and attempt to use this information to improve the speed 
at which a useful imaging data set could be obtained. 

 
Figure 3.21: (Top) Example time step signature for a small sample of RPC events showing the 
correspondence obtained when the trigger indices are in sync. (Bottom) Trigger synchronisation is 
achieved by scanning all possible trigger indices within a drift chamber output file and finding where 
the RPC time step signature closely matches. 
 
For the top-X, top-Y, locales, only a two RPC layers are present, therefore the track fit is a simple 
straight line approximation between the obtained hit positions within each log-scale. The bottom-X and 
Y locale track fit is slightly more complicated due to the inclusion of three additional drift chamber 
layers. Inclusion of these layers is important as the drift chambers in the bottom-Y locale provide 
additional 3-point tracking information, allowing a confirmation that the detected tracks are indeed due 
to a crossing muon. Since the drift chambers provide two possible hit positions (a normal and a “ghost” 
hit), the trackfit must consider all possible hit combinations for the bottom-X locale before choosing a 
track with a tracking residual less than a chosen threshold. 
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3.3.2 Implementation 

We developed the global track fit at the beginning of the project, when we were expecting to run with 
R-134a for the RPCs and thus a large amount of good tracks. After installation of the system and 
suffering from the R-134a ban, see section 3.2.1, our efficiency was lower than expected. In addition, 
the drift chambers developed issues and in the end one was replaced by an additional RPC layer, see 
section 3.3.3. 
 

 
Figure 3.22: Heatmap showing for each board the length of the track it belongs to. Most tracks have 4 
hits, and the Y layers have a higher detection efficiency than the X ones. Missing hits are also shown in 
the 5-hit track and 4-hit tracks case. 
 
Around that time, we identified the RPC timing issue, see section 3.2.2. After solving that and the fifth 
RPC layer was installed, it was more practical to perform tracking with initially the RPC system only 
and later on combine the drift chamber information. Figure 3.22 shows an overview of the tracking 
performance for each RPC. It shows for each RPC how often it was part of a full 5 hit track, how often 
it was part of a 4 hit track, how often it was missing on an otherwise good 4 hit track, how often it was 
part of a 3 hit track, how often it was missing on an otherwise good a 3 hit track. Ideally, all RPCs are 
only part of good 5 hits tracks, but this is clearly not the case. Some RPCs are not responding well and 
are not often recording a hit, for example RPC 16 and 17, while RPC 2, 6 & 7 are showing a lot of hits 
on 4 hit tracks. The results indicate that we have recorded a small but good sample of tracks, but also 
that there are parts of the detector system that do not provide (many) hits. 
 

3.4 Experimental Programme Challenges 

As reported during the reporting cycle, we have experienced several major challenges severely affecting 
our experimental programme. We have tried to mitigate their effects to the best of our abilities and 
pushed to get the best possible results out of the system before the end of the project. Unfortunately, we 
were not successful and have only managed to obtain a small sample of muon tracks. 
 
We have reported the causes for our delays and difficulties in the CHANCE progress reports. Here is an 
overview of the key challenges. 

• Our foremost problem with the RPC system was the chance in environmental regulations 
preventing us from using Freon, see section 3.2.1. This change in legislation only became 
apparent after the start of the programme. Freon is an excellent gas for RPCs. When running 
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our pre-CHANCE prototype with Freon, chamber efficiencies of well over 95% were obtained, 
see chapter 3.2. Freon yields on average 81.6 electron-ion pairs are produced per mm as primary 
ionisation, which then multiply while travelling through the gas gap. We needed to switch to 
CO2 which only has an average of 35.5 electron-ion pairs are produced per mm as primary 
ionisation and 91 electron-ion pairs are produced per mm in total. This results in most probable 
signal of a factor 5 – 10 lower than when using Freon and thus a major decrease in efficiency. 
Other allowed gasses have similar performance to CO2. To get a permit to run with Freon would 
have required the purchase of an abatement system. We requested an indicative quote and the 
price was close to £200,000. We could not afford to buy this system. The lower efficiency is the 
thing that harmed our experimental programme most. Ideal tracks that have recorded hits in all 
12 layers (6 in the 𝑥𝑥𝑧𝑧 and 6 in the 𝑦𝑦𝑧𝑧 plane) are rare if the efficiency is small. The fraction of 
tracks that has hits in all 10 RPC layers is given by 𝜀𝜀10, where 𝜀𝜀 is the efficiency. Clearly, unless 
the efficiency of all planes is very high, very few muon tracks will be recorded, as indicated in 
the tableau below. 

 
ε (%) Track fraction (%) 
99 90.4 
98 81.7 
95 59.9 
90 34.9 
80 10.7 
70 2.8 
50 0.98 

 
Clearly, unless the efficiency of all planes is very high, very few muon tracks will be recorded. 

• Initially, we suffered delays to get Health & Safety approval for our system as installed in the 
barn. There were questions about the strength of the mechanical supports and the safety of the 
high voltage system. The mechanical structure was deployed for a similar system before but 
came without the required paperwork. The design for our high voltage system was used before 
at the University of Bristol for our pre-CHANCE prototype system. Nevertheless, it took weeks 
before we got approval to turn on the system. 

• After our initial commissioning phase, a drift chamber plane developed a problem. It was 
decided to replace this layer by a new drift chamber. This new layer first needed to be produced 
and then installed. 

• The photomultiplier tubes were found to have a low efficiency and were replaced. 
• The system was installed in a grain barn at Fenswood farm. During CHANCE the system needed 

to be moved from the grain barn to the main barn. This meant disassembling the system and 
reinstalling and recommissioning it. This took 2–3 months. 

• A high voltage power supply module for the RPC system broke. Replacing this took 10 weeks. 
• Key staff left during the project, in particular the PDRAs Dr Kopp, Dr Stowell and Dr Barker. 

A key responsibility of Dr Kopp’s was to keep the system running. Dr Kopp left during the first 
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UK lockdown of the Covid crisis. The University of Bristol had a hiring stop. As such it took a 
few months to replace Dr Kopp. Dr Stowell was the expert for the drift chamber system and 
analysis. He was replaced by Dr Barker, who left later on in the project. 

• During the Covid lock downs staff from the University of Bristol had permission to keep the 
system running, but we were not allowed to do significant amounts of work on the system and 
were not allowed in the building where the spare parts were located. The University of Sheffield 
staff was not allowed to attend the system at all. This lead to significant delays as we could not 
fix and optimise minor issues. 

• A drift chamber layer developed problems. It was decided not to replace it by another drift 
chamber but by another layer of RPCs. This caused delay as the RPCs needed to be produced 
from the bare glass RPCs. The installation of the layer was delayed as the connectors were not 
available due to Brexit. When they became available, installation was not allowed as the country 
was in lock down and Covid access restrictions applied. The choice was mainly motivated by 
the need to get the system up and running again as soon as possible. At the time, the drift 
chamber experts from the University of Sheffield were not allowed to travel to Bristol due to 
UK government Covid-19 policy. As such, we had no alternative. It would have been more 
beneficial to replace the drift chamber by another drift chamber if we could have been sure that 
the experts could visit the system to install the new drift chamber. 

• We discovered a feature in the time stamping of the RPC data, see section 3.2.2, quite late on 
in the project. This feature did not affect data taking with our pre-CHANCE RPC system. In 
that system we relied on the trigger number, which was the same for each RPC. Hence, the RPC 
events in different RPCs were always combined correctly. To merge the data with the drift 
chambers required usage of the actual time stamp, which showed the feature. 

 
Despite suffering these issues, we did build and operate a muon tomography system consisting of RPCs 
and drift chambers as planned in the proposal. Our main issues: the R-134a ban, the Covid pandemic 
with all travel and staff operations issues and Brexit related problems, could not have been foreseen at 
the start of the projects. These have made the practical part of the project extremely challenging, but we 
did manage to deliver a working system. 
 

3.5 Experimental results 

As indicated int the beginning of section 3,  2 different experimental configurations were used. 
Configuration A corresponds to trigger panels, drift chambers and 4 layers of RPCs, and Configuration 
B consists of trigger panels, drift chambers and 5 layers of RPCs. Figure 3.2 (left) shows the 
Configuration A of the system, while Configuration B is presented in Figure 3.2 (right). Figure 3.2(right) 
also shows a 300L mock-up drum during the experimental program. 
 
To quantify the system’s performance in a size and position reconstruction and quality of the material 
identification, we placed objects of known material inside the measurement area during the data-taking 
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campaign. We used blocks of lead, tungsten, steel, and aluminium; each of them had a size of 
approximately 54×5×5 cm3, and were located alongside the mock-up drum. 
 
We analyzed experimental data separately for Configuration A and B of the CHANCE muon systems. 
A more extensive report on the results can be found in Deliverable 4.3. We started with a simple PoCA 
method, see section 2.1.1, where the scattering points were reconstructed independently in XZ and YZ 
planes. The scattering vertex is taken as an intersection of two tracks registered in the top and the bottom 
parts of the system. Each of these tracks is reconstructed independently in XZ or YZ plane. We required 
at least two hits in the top or bottom detector for each track, respectively. The image is then created as 
a density map of the PoCA scattering vertices within the CHANCE muon system geometry. Figure 3.23 
shows this map for configuration B. The density map of the PoCA scattering vertices for configuration 
A is shown in figure 3.24. 
 

 
Figure 3.23: Distribution of scattering vertices reconstructed using the PoCA algorithm with CHANCE 
muon tomography system in the XZ (left) and the YZ (right) plane. Results for Configuration B of the 
CHANCE muon detector and voxel size of 2×2 cm2. The black rectangle and circle represent the 
expected location of the mock-up waste drum. 
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As explained in the D4.1 report and section 3.5, we were caught by surprise by a Freon ban that came 
into force at the early phase of CHANCE. This forced us to use CO2 in the RPC system. CO2 yields a 
much lower hit efficiency. In order to reconstruct tracks, hits in all traversed layers are required. Hence, 
the efficiency to detect tracks reduces by the product of the efficiency of all layers. This led to a very 
small track sample. Due to limited statistics, we were not able to perform more differential experimental 
studies of the performance of methods of material identification we had developed for the CHANCE 
muon scattering tomography system. 
 

 
Figure 3.24: Distribution of scattering vertices reconstructed using the PoCA algorithm with CHANCE 
muon tomography system in the XZ (left) and the YZ (right) plane. Results for Configuration A of the 
CHANCE muon detector and voxel size of 2×2 cm2. The black rectangle and circle represent the 
expected location of the mock-up waste drum. 
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3.6 Summary experimental programme 

In the Muon Tomography work package of the CHANCE project, we set out to build and operate a 
muon tomography system using RPCs and drift chambers. The system was intended to be mobile system 
to be operated in a non-laboratory environment. We have built and  operated this system. It was operated 
in two different barns at Fenswood farm, a University of Bristol owned farm. The system was moved 
between the two barns, showing that it is mobile. 
 
The project has not been without challenges. We have reported on them in this report and continuously 
during the project progress reports. An overview is given in section 3.5. Our main issue was the ban on 
the use of R-134a (Freon). This could not have been foreseen at the start at the project nor mitigate 
against. Our RPCs leak a small amount of this to the atmosphere, but a blanket ban on R-134a came into 
force in the UK, which came into effect after CHANCE started. This made it impossible to purchase R-
134a without the appropriate permit, which we could not get. Installing an approved abatement system 
would have cost ∼£200,000 plus installation cost for site engineering. This was not feasible within the 
restrictions of the CHANCE project. As a result, we had to decide to run with CO2 which has a much 
worse performance until an environmentally friendly gas was found. Such a gas was discovered and 
published in November 2021 [30]. Our gas supplier still does not deliver it and we would still need to 
apply for a permit, which takes ∼3 months. 
 
Despite all these issues that have made the practical part of the project extremely challenging, we did 
manage to deliver a working system. Muon tracks have been found and reconstructed. The results of the 
data analysis are not as clear as we had hoped. We pushed the data taking as long as we could to improve 
our data sample and thus imaging capability. The key issue was the freon ban. This only became 
apparent after the start of the programme. An environmentally friendly alternative is now available, but 
came too late for CHANCE. We are convinced that with the new gas we would be able to achieve the 
required RPC performance to perform imaging with the required precision. 
 
 

4. Monte Carlo simulation studies 
In order to prepare for the expected experimental data and further the development of data analysis 
algorithms, many Monte Carlo studies where performed. They were also used to compare different 
aspects of detector performance, such as feature and size resolution and the dependence on exposure 
time and material type. 
 
In general Monte Carlo simulations are a key tool in the development of muon tomography algorithms 
for many groups around the world. Access to large scale measurement systems and actual waste drums 
is rare. In addition, muon tomography is a slow imaging technique. As mentioned in section 2, the 
cosmic muon flux at sea level is about 10000 m−2min−1. This means that the rate through a cm2 top area 
voxel, is only 1 min−1. For scanning of nuclear waste, this time scale is fine. It is no problem for most 
applications to measure a few weeks. However, for experimental studies it is not (always) feasible to 
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obtain the high statistics data sets for many, many configurations in a reasonable time. Our work has 
been cutting edge. It has led to 9 publications and 13 conference talks. Here several highlights are 
presented. 
As usual in the field, GEANT4 [31] was used to simulate the passage of the muons through detectors 
and scanned objects. The muons were generated using the CRY library[32]. 
 

4.1 Performance studies algorithms 

As mentioned in section 2.1, many algorithms exist. Of particular interest for the CHANCE project are 
the PoCA, the ASR and the BC algorithm. As these have been developed by different groups, no bench 
marking was ever undertaken. 
 

  
(a)         (b) 

(c)       (d) 
Figure 4.1: Uranium feature resolution test images after 25 days of simulated cosmic ray exposure. The 
true geometry is shown in (a). Reconstructed image using the PoCA (b), the ASR (c) and the BC (d) 
algorithm. The number of observable objects gives an indicator on the resolution of each imaging 
technique. It is only possible to observe 6 separated objects using the PoCA algorithm, whilst the ASR 
and BC algorithms can both make out an additional feature.  
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4.1.1 Resolution tests  

A suitable Figure Of Merit (FOM) is needed for waste characterization that can be used to compare the 
performance of competing detector systems and algorithms for the detection and evaluation of 
radioactive material hidden inside large waste volume containers. Such a FOM would capture how the 
intrinsic detector resolution, and choice of tomography algorithm, can impact the detail in a 
reconstructed density map. To do this, an application of “optical” resolution tests to understand size and 
feature resolution in a muon tomography system was used. For details see [33]2. 
 

  
(a)        (b) 

(c)      (d) 
Figure 4.2: Uranium feature resolution test images after 25 days of simulated cosmic ray exposure. The 
true geometry is shown in (a). Reconstructed image using the PoCA (b), the ASR (c) and the BC (d) 
algorithm. The number of observable objects gives an indicator on the resolution of each imaging 
technique. It is only possible to observe 6 separated objects using the PoCA algorithm, whilst the ASR 
and BC algorithms can both make out an additional feature. 
 

 
2 [33] is a CHANCE output. The paper was presented at WM2019 and is included in Appendix A.2. 
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To compare the imaging performance of the algorithms. A feature resolution test is developed to 
understand an algorithms ability to distinguish high density objects in close proximity to one another. A 
size resolution test is developed to understand the smallest object that can be observed by a given 
tomography algorithm. An array of 20 cuboid uranium target objects was simulated, each with sides of 
10 cm in the Y and Z dimension. Starting at a X dimension thickness of 10 cm, the thickness and 
spacings in the X dimension are reduced by a factor of 75% for each successive target object. The objects 
were placed inside a 88 cm high and 57 cm wide nuclear waste drum filled with concrete. Figure 4.1 
shows the reconstructed images after 25 days of muon exposure. The analysis used 1 cm3 voxels. 
 
All algorithms find it difficult to easily separate features smaller than 1.6 cm. The PoCA algorithm with 
its higher inherent noise can also only observe 6 clear objects. If a muon undergoes a number of 
additional small scatters as it leaves the high density target material, the scattering vertex can be 
reconstructed just outside of the target. This mixing effect leads to the high density objects merging in 
the output density maps when they are placed in close proximity. It is also worth pointing out that as the 
size of the Uranium cuboids decreases, so does the average discriminator in the ASR map, showing a 
discriminator value comparable to steel for the smallest objects. The PoCA and BC algorithms however 
both show regions with high discriminators despite their ability to finely separate the presence of 
individual uranium sheets. 
 
In the previous test the spacing between the objects was reduced. Due to the mixing effects in the 
reconstruction and analysis, the objects start to merge. To find the thinnest object an algorithm can 
detect, the same uranium objects were used but the spacing kept large. The results are shown in figure 
4.2. The PoCA algorithm is only capable of clearly resolving 5 objects, corresponding to a smallest 
observable object of 0.95 cm, comparable to the voxel size. In contrast, the ASR and BC algorithms 
both show much cleaner, rectangular features for all 8 objects, resolving the presence of a target object 
down to 4mm. 
 
The tests developed here were used to directly compare the imaging performance of different muon 
tomography techniques. It clearly showed that the ASR and BC have similar performance for these tests, 
while both are performing much better than PoCA. 
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4.1.2. Contrast to Noise ratio 

An alternative way to compare algorithms is the contrast to noise ratio (CNR)3. The CNR method is 
applied to compare two regions in the reconstructed image of the investigated drum, such as a region 
containing high-Z material against another region containing a background signal. It evaluated the 
capability of an algorithm to differentiate between low-contrast, medium-contrast, and high contrast 
regions inside the investigated volume. CNR is defined as:  
 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = |𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴−𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵|

�𝜎𝜎𝐴𝐴
2+𝜎𝜎𝐵𝐵

2
      (4.1) 

 
A high value CNR indicates the algorithm is able to distinguish between the two regions under 
comparison. A study was done with different materials in the waste drum. The true geometry and 
materials list and the reconstructed images are shown in figure 4.3. From these images the CNR was 
calculated for each algorithm for different materials and sizes ranging between 7 and 13 cm, see figure 
4.4. The BC and ASR algorithms demonstrate very similar performance when comparing the regions 
that contained a high-Z material (uranium) cube against the background regions. In the case of a 10 cm 
cube the BC method produces a slightly lower CNR value of 7.1±0.34 compared to the CNR value of 
7.9±0.25 produced by the ASR algorithm. The PoCA algorithm shows consistently worse performance. 
The ASR algorithm is the most capable of differentiating between medium-Z and high-Z materials with 
a CNR value of 5.35±0.1, which is approximately 34% better than the CNR value produced for the 
comparable regions by the BC method. 
  

 
3 This work is a CHANCE output. Part was presented at WM2021 [34] and can be found in Appendix A.3. A 
second paper has been submitted to the Journal for Instrumentation. 
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(a)       (b) 

  
(c)     (d) 

Figure 4.3: Test images after 30 days of simulated cosmic ray exposure. The true geometry and material 
list is shown in (a). Reconstructed image using the PoCA (b), the ASR (c) and the BC (d) algorithm. 
 
A study of the CNR value as a function of equivalent exposure time was undertaken as well. The results 
are shown in figure 4.5. It showed that producing good tomographic images of the target materials can 
be achieved with fewer cosmic muons by using the ASR algorithm. By using the ASR method, the MST 
system can separate uranium and lead from background regions in only six hours of muon exposure 
time with CNR values of 3.1±0.2 and 2.5±0.2 respectively. 
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(a)      (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.4: Comparison of the CNR values of the (a) PoCA, (b) ASR and (c) BC algorithms when 
differentiating between different target materials and background for target materials with side lengths 
of 7, 10, and 13 cm. Results are for 30 days of muon exposure time. The vertical dashed line represents 
the minimum CNR value used to distinguish the target material inside the drum. 
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(a)          (b) 

Figure 4.5: Comparison of the CNR values produced by the (a) ASR and (b) BC algorithms for different 
materials of 10 cm side-length as a function of the muon exposure time. The vertical dashed line 
represents the minimum CNR value used to distinguish the target material inside the drum. 
 
 

         
(a)         (b) 

Figure 4.6: (a) top and (b) side views of the simulated V/52 CASTOR cask accommodating the 52 waste 
baskets. The lid and the base removed for visualisation purposes. 
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Applying CNR to a large V/52 CASTOR drum 
The CASTOR V/52 cask is designed for the transport and storage of spent fuel assemblies from boiling 
water reactors. A sketch is shown in figure 4.6. The cylinder-shaped V/52 cask is made of ductile-iron 
(∼94% iron, 0.033% carbon, 0.004% copper) with a height of 5.54 m and a total diameter of 2.44 m. A 
cavity of 1.42 m diameter and 4.55 m height inside the centre of the cask is designed to accommodate 
the baskets for the fuel assemblies, which are surrounded by nearly 1 m of ductile-iron shielding. The 
cavity is designed to store 52 baskets that accommodate UO2 (∼88.2% uranium and 11.8 oxygen) fuel 
assemblies that originate from Boiling Water Reactors (BWR). The simulated box-shaped baskets have 
a length of 4.48 m and are arranged across a grid of eight columns and eight rows. A pair of trunnions 
is also simulated at the top and the end bottom of the CASTOR. These trunnions are bolted and only be 
used for the attachment of handling equipment. 
 
The CNR test was used to detect anomalies in the contents of the CASTOR. This is of particular interest 
to state nuclear waste repository operators who are required to consider nefarious material diversion 
scenarios. All CASTOR baskets were filled with UO2, except four, see figure 4.7. An empty basket, a 
half-loaded basket, a basket filled with copper and a basket filled with lead were introduced. Comparing 
the empty basket with the eight surrounding fully loaded baskets produces CNR value of 5.0±0.3 when 
considering the 25% quantile of each voxel distribution. The CNR values for half-unloaded baskets are 
just above the minimum distinguishable CNR level of 1.9±0.2. The regions of the basket filled with lead 
pellets and the surrounding baskets are not distinguishable due to the similarity of lead and UO2 
densities. 

 
(a)        (b) 

Figure 4.7: (a) top-view of the V/52 CASTOR showing four baskets contain irregularity in their contents. 
Image produced by the ASR algorithm when considering 25% of the ASR discriminator in each voxel 
(b). The solid and dashed green boxes indicate the half-loaded baskets, while the solid and dashed black 
boxes indicate the baskets that contain no pellets and copper pellets, respectively. The exposure time 
was 30 days equivalent. 
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4.1.3 A Robust Method to Find Gas Bubbles 

In waste drums the waste is enclosed in concrete and/or bitumen. The radioactive decays can lead to the 
build up of gas bubbles, in particular H2. The presence of H2 gas bubbles inside nuclear waste containers 
can present a serious safety issue during interim storage. The issue is the most prominent for bitumen 
matrices, and we studied such cases. We have previously shown that it was possible to reconstruct 
bubbles of a total gas volume of 2 L or more with a resolution of 15±0.77% in 16 days of data taking 
using muon tomography [35]. For this study we used standard concrete with a density of 2.3 g/cm3. Here 
we compared the performance with different types of bitumen: Eurobitum and STE3. Eurobitum 
consists of ∼60 wt% of pure bitumen Mexphalt R85/40 and ∼40 wt% of radioactive salts and metal 
(hydro)oxides, of which NaNO3 (20 - 30 wt%) and CaSO4 (4 - 6 wt%) are the most important ones. 
STE3 consists of a pure bitumen Viatotal 70/100 mixed with NaNO3 (28 wt%), Na2SO4 (5 wt%), CoS 
(10 wt%), BaSO4 (46 wt%) and PPFeNi (9 wt%).  
 

   
(a)          (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.8: The H2 volume values against the corresponding discriminator value 𝜇𝜇 with linear 
regression fits for a Concrete filled drum (a) and a Eurobitum filled drum (b) and a STE3 bitumen filled 
drum (c). 
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The method exploits the BC algorithm. Varying amounts of hydrogen are included into the matrix and 
the discriminator for the entire drum is calculated, see section 2.1.3. Figure 4.8 shows the discriminator 
as a function of the total H2 volume. The graphs show that the discriminator depends linearly on the 
amount of hydrogen in the drum. The slope is proportional to the density of the bitumen. 
 
Using the slopes the volume of H2 in a drum can be determined. Figure 4.9 shows the relative uncertainty 
in the total H2 volume for the three types of concrete. For bubbles larger than 2L the relative uncertainty 
on the H2 volume was below 10%. This increases rapidly for smaller bubbles. The accuracy of volume 
reconstruction for the smallest bubbles considered in our studies is better for higher density matrices. 
 
 

 
(a)        (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.9: The relative uncertainty on the reconstructed H2 bubble volumes against the true H2 gas 
volume for a concrete filled drum (a) and Eurobitum filled drum (b) and a STE3 bitumen filled drum(c). 
 
 
Improving bubble detection limit 
To further reduce the minimum detection level for bubbles, a new algorithm is being developed4. The 
drum is divided into 3×3×3 cm3 voxels. For each voxel the BC discriminator is determined. Figure 
4.10(a) shows the distribution of the discriminator for voxels filled with hydrogen and filled with 

 
4 This work is a CHANCE output. A paper is in preparation. 
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concrete. Next a threshold value is determined to decide whether a voxel contains hydrogen or concrete. 
Figure 4.10(b) shows the efficiency and purity of the decision as a function of the threshold value. The 
efficiency of hydrogen detection is better than 90% for each of these regions, with false-positive rate 
lower than 10%. 
 
Figure 4.11(a) shows a 3D image of two reconstructed hydrogen bubbles, which were simulated within 
the bituminized waste drum. Their location matches well the simulated objects. To evaluate the precision 
of the method and its detection limits, we simulated different hydrogen volumes within waste container 
filled with bitumen. Figure 4.11(b) shows the obtained reconstructed volume vs the simulated (true) one. 
The data points show the results calculations, the line represent a linear function fit together with its 
uncertainties (one- and two-standard-deviation contours). The relative uncertainty on hydrogen volume 
measurement using this approach is below 10% for bubbles larger than 0.85 L. The detection limit of 
this method is 0.55 litre at a 95% confidence level. 
 
 

 
(a)        (b) 

Figure 4.10: Distribution of Median Metric for matrix material (bitumen, in black) and hydrogen (in 
red) for 3 cm voxels (a) and the efficiency and purity of hydrogen detection in the bituminized waste 
container as a function of decision threshold of Median Metric (b). 
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(a)         (b) 

Figure 4.11: 3D image of two 4-L hydrogen bubbles, extracted for a case where a bitumen-filled drum 
with two bubbles was simulated (a) and the reconstructed hydrogen volume vs simulated amount of gas 
for a bituminized waste container (b). 
 

4.2 Material identification 

Previously, we have shown that it is possible to identify materials that are encased in the concrete [3]. 
To improve the performance, a new approach utilizing machine learning was developed5. First, the BC 
algorithm is run on the data. This produces for each voxel, a set of 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 metric values. A normalised 
histogram of the log 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗.  values are passed to Multi Variate Analysis (MVA) classifiers. Those were 
trained to recognize four different materials: concrete, iron, lead and uranium. The training sets were 
simulated drums containing 20 cm cubes of each material, centred in the drum. A 10-day exposure of 
each was simulated, then the BC algorithm was applied to the results which provides a best material 
match for each voxel. Next the voxels are clustered and filtered. Figure 4.12 shows the results for a 10-
day simulation of a drum containing 15 cm cubes of iron, lead and uranium. 
 

 
5 This work is a CHANCE output. The initial paper was presented at WM2021 [37] and improved results were 
published in [4]. Both papers can be found in Appendix A.5. 
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Figure 4.12: Result of applying filtering and clustering algorithms to a simulated drum containing three 
cubes. Clockwise from top left: the simulated drum geometry, a 3D view of the filtered image, 𝑥𝑥z slice 
of the filtered image showing clustering solution, 𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦 slice of the filtered image. 
 
The voxels in the BC algorithm output image corresponding to the stored cubes have been successfully 
isolated and clustered. Two further MVA classifiers are now applied to these identified objects to obtain 
material information. These are a non-binary classifier with iron as the ‘signal’ case and lead and 
uranium as ‘background’ cases, and a binary lead-uranium classifier (with uranium as ‘signal’). The 
results are shown in figure 4.13. For objects of similar volume to the 20 cm cubes used for training the 
classifiers, the largest value corresponds to the correct material, and objects of different materials are 
clearly distinguished by the three material values. Test on different geometries were run as well and the 
results are not affected by the geometry of the object. 
 
Smaller volumes were investigated. With smaller volumes, the performance is still very good. With a 
sample set of randomly generated drum geometries, we were able to correctly identify uranium objects 
on a scale of ∼10 cm with an efficiency of 0.90−0.12

0.07  and a corresponding false positive rate of 0.12−0.07
+0.12, 

indicating that this approach is effective at identifying uranium objects stored inside waste drums. The 
identified vulnerabilities include objects of materials with very different Z values, such as iron and 
uranium, that are close together; uranium objects can be misidentified in such cases. 
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Figure 4.13: Calculated material values for successfully identified clusters corresponding to three 
stored 15 cm cubes of uranium, lead and iron. In each case, the largest value corresponds to the true 
material. 
 

4.3 Summary 

In order to prepare for the expected experimental data and further the development of data analysis 
algorithms, many Monte Carlo studies where performed using a simulation tuned to the expected 
performance of our system. Using the simulations, we have furthered the field significantly. We have 
developed new algorithms which have improved material identification, lowered the detection threshold 
for the detection of hydrogen bubbles in waste drums with a bitumen matrix and used our techniques 
not only on standard waste drums but also to detect anomalies in the contents of CASTOR V/52 drums. 
This work was scientifically a great success. It has led to 9 publications, 1 more was submitted recently 
and 1 more is in preparation, and 13 talks and three PhD theses are in preparation. 
 
 

5. Hot test plans 
The initial programme foresaw a hot test at the end of the project. We planned to move the MST system 
to one or more nuclear waste storage facilities outside of the UK to characterize some real, large waste 
containers and spent fuel casks. At the start of the project, we did not have a WMO partner lined up. We 
approached several potential partners for this. The most advanced discussions were held with BGZ and 
Zwilag. However, due to restrictions on international travel from February 2020 onward and strict rules 
on working arrangements which minimised the number of people on site, it was not possible to complete 
the intended overseas work for the so-called hot test programme of work as originally was planned after 
characterisation of the dummy drums. 

5.1 BGZ 

In June 2019, the team visited the Bundesgezellschaft Gesellschaft für Zwischenlagerung mbH in Essen 
(Germany). BGZ were interested in using muon tomography to investigate the structural integrity of 
fuel rods stored in CASTOR drums. We proposed a prior simulation study before deployment to study 
the expected precision and sensitivity of our measurements. We requested more details to be able to 
undertake the study. BGZ decided that they did not want to go ahead at that particular moment. 
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5.2 Zwilag 

In September 2019, the team visited Zwilag (Switzerland) to discuss a potential deployment of the muon 
system to image a special set of waste drums. Zwilag has a set of large drums that were filled when 
cleaning up the Lucens reactor accident. The current contents and state of the contents is not well known. 
Muon tomography is an excellent technology to image the contents of the drums. A potential deployment 
was discussed and a first Monte Carlo simulation study was undertaken. The slides of the results can be 
found in Appendix A.6. 
 
The results of the simulation study were very positively received by Zwilag. We had a follow up meeting 
in January 2020. Our presentations on the first simulation study were very well received. A key issue 
was that more simulation studies were needed to have a more detailed view of the potential results of a 
deployment. We requested resources to do this, but ran into an issue that there were potential funds for 
a deployment available but not for a feasibility study. During the discussions Covid hit and we could 
not proceed with a potential deployment. 
 
 

6. Awareness and future of muon tomography 
The WP4 consortium has worked hard to engage with external partners, specifically end users such as 
national European bodies which are responsible for the disposal of nuclear waste. The aim of these 
interactions has been to heighten awareness of the muon tomography technique and its suitability to a 
wide range of applications in the nuclear waste disposal community, including material characterisation 
as well as nuclear waste safety and safeguards. 
 

6.1 IAEA workshop on muon tomography 

In September 2019 CHANCE WP4 was represented by Anna Kopp and Lee Thompson at the IAEA at 
small focussed by-invitation only workshop entitled “IAEA Technical Meeting on Non-destructive 
Testing Using Muon Radiography”. The conclusions of this workshop have been written up as a so-
called IAEA TECDOC which will soon be published on the IAEA website and will be used to educate 
member state engagement with muon tomography in the future. 
 

6.2 BGE & FZJ 

Following on from the IAEA meeting in Vienna in 2019, there was significant interest in the muon 
tomography technique from BGE (the German state-funded organisation for nuclear waste disposal) and 
FZJ (the German nuclear physics laboratory) which has resulted in regular fortnightly/monthly meetings 
throughout the COVID pandemic. This collaboration resulted first in Thompson being invited to deliver 
an in-person presentation on muon tomography at the “Interdisciplinary research symposium on the 
safety of nuclear disposal practices, organised by BASE” in Berlin in November 2021. 
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6.3 Nagra & NWS 

Following the talk from BASE there has been significant interest in the muon tomography technique 
from the Swiss (NAGRA) and UK (RWM, now NWS) state companies. Throughout late 2021 and early 
2022 Thompson has worked with these companies to draw up a proposal for an ambitious programme 
of muon tomography proof of principle experiments at the Grimsel Test Site (GTS) in Switzerland. The 
proposal shown in Appendix A.7 was recently formally submitted to the GTS for consideration for 
financial support in the summer of 2022. 
 

6.4 Euratom 

Furthermore, Thompson has been invited by Euratom inspectors to present the muon tomography 
technique at the ESARDA conference in May 2022. 
 

6.5 Geoptic 

In addition to the above, a University of Sheffield spin-out company, specialising in muon tomography, 
has been formed during the course of the CHANCE project, the company, Geoptic (www.geoptic.co.uk) 
specialises in the use of muon radiography in searching for hidden voids in railway infrastructure. 
 

6.6 IAEA expert mission 

As a result of the CHANCE work, Velthuis was invited on an IAEA expert mission (Slater EVT6310 
RER9146 Expert Mission on Methods for Localization of Radioactive Sources in a Large Concrete 
Structure). The mission took place in January 2020. Velthuis advised on the potential role muon 
tomography could play in the decommission of a particular nuclear site. This work is covered by an 
NDA. 
 

6.7 IRSN 

Also as a result of CHANCE we have been discussing a potential muon tomography project for IRSN 
Institut de Radioprotection et de Surete Nucleaire (France) in the fall of 2021. They were very interested 
in monitoring the escape of hydrogen bubbles from waste drums with a bitumen matrix. 
 
This was one of the things we studied and published within CHANCE. The IRSN group we were in 
touch with was mostly interested in measuring the speed at which the hydrogen moves in case of fire. 
We performed some feasibility studies for the experimental programme they wanted to undertake. IRSN 
planned to have very small bitumen filled containers (paint tin size) and heat them up. After our 
feasibility study, we found that we could measure the hydrogen distribution inside the waste drums, but 
not within the time frame required for degassing in the case of fire in the small size drums they are 
planning to use. They are now considering alternative technologies or will decide to redesign their 
experiments and use large waste drums. 
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6.8 Cavendish Nuclear Ltd 

Inspired by CHANCE, the Bristol team was approached by Cavendish Nuclear Ltd, a daughter of 
Babcock, about the potential of muon tomography to image rebars inside concrete walls and floors, 
mainly with an eye on decommissioning of civil nuclear installations. This project also started with a 
Monte Carlo simulation feasibility study. The results have been published in several publications, see 
e.g. [10, 38]. Using muon tomography, it is possible to detect the location of the thinnest commercially 
in use rebars in 50cm thick walls. This project is continuing and a deployment is on the horizon. 
 

6.9 Summary 

As a result of the CHANCE project, a lot of interest in muon tomography was generated. Many new 
projects were started as a result of the CHANCE work. The future of muon tomography is looking very 
positive. 
 
 

7. Conclusion 
Muon Scattering Tomography (MST) has been shown to be a powerful technique for the non-invasive 
imaging of objects from a safe distance without the introduction of radiation. It exploits the natural 
background radiation. By measuring the incoming and outgoing radiation, the contents of the object 
under inspection can be determined. The technique can be used to address many challenges including 
imaging the contents of nuclear waste drums. 
 
Within CHANCE we built and operated a mobile muon tomography system based on drift chambers 
and RPCs. To prepare for data and to further develop imaging algorithms, a large Monte Carlo study 
effort was undertaken. We delivered a working system. Muon tracks have been found and reconstructed. 
However, the experimental part of the project was extremely challenging. Brexit and Covid made any 
maintenance and any purchase extremely complicated. The largest problem we encountered was a ban 
on R-134a. R-134a is the gas of choice for operation of our type of RPCs. Just before the project started, 
it became impossible to purchase this gas and illegal to use it. We decided to run with CO2 instead until 
an alternative for R-134a became available. CO2 provides a signal 5–10 times lower than R-134a. This 
led to a low hit efficiency. This was a major issue because to reconstruct the path of a scattered muon, 
we needed to record a hit of that muon in each of the layers. This led to a very low track efficiency and 
thus to a very small track sample, too small to perform detailed imaging. An alternative for R-134a was 
published in November 2021, which was too late in the project to switch. Our gas supplier still does not 
deliver it and we would still need to apply for a permit, which takes ∼3 months. Nevertheless, despite 
all these issues that have made the practical part of the project extremely challenging, we did manage to 
deliver a working system. 
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To prepare for the expected experimental data and further the development of data analysis algorithms, 
many Monte Carlo studies were performed using a simulation tuned to the expected performance of our 
system. Using the simulations, we have furthered the field significantly. We have developed new 
algorithms which have improved material identification, lowered the detection threshold for the 
detection of hydrogen bubbles in waste drums with a bitumen matrix and used our techniques not only 
on standard waste drums but also to detect anomalies in the contents of CASTOR V/52 drums. This 
work was scientifically a great success. It has led to 9 publications, 1 more was submitted recently and 
1 more is in preparation, and 13 talks and three PhD theses are in preparation. 
 
As a result of the CHANCE project, a lot of interest in muon tomography was generated. Many new 
projects were started as a result of the CHANCE work. The future of muon tomography is looking 
bright. 
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9.1 The system 
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9.2 Figure of Merit Studies
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9.3 Use of the CNR method in muon tomography 
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